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Upcoming

Events

November 8 (Friday Night)
November 23 (Saturday)
December

13 (Friday Night)
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Club Night ‐

Gallangowan Club Rally
Club Christmas Dinner/Party
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For Sale








1969 Classic Rally Car Triumph MK1 2.5Pl
Log Booked
Purpose‐built – a very rare and exciting car for sale.
Extensive competition history recently recorded in Peter Collier’s book Triumphant Rallying.
On concessional rego, ready to rally for the new owner.
Full specification available for interested parties.
Price $25,000.

For more details, contact Brian Falloon on mobile: 0418 793806 or email:falloon1@bigpond.com
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Family Fun Drive ‐ Results
To all crews.
Thank you for competing in the Hankook Competition Tyres
Family Fun Drive. There was a disappointingly small entry list
but I believe that all who went had a good time.
Someone commented on the amount of work for such a small
field. The amount of work I put into an event is the same
whether the field is 8 or 80. The small field is actually less work
on the day, and less work compiling the results, but it is
disappointing that only about 4 people were from the BSCC.
Would I do another one? Yes you betcha. It’s a long story but
Navigation Events are one of the reasons I moved to Albury in
1994.
Once again I would like to thank Alan Stean from Hankook
Competition Tyres at Underwood for sponsoring the event.
Thanks to Alan Stean and his wife Glenda for cooking the BBQ
along with Robert Perrin. Rob also helped at the start, checking
that the cars were actually registered and did indeed have four
wheels. Andrew Owens also helped out by manning a control
at Coleville
Thanks to the Garths in chronological order.
Sons Craig and Cameron, Grandson Thomas, Granddaughter
Jennifer and Grandson Troy who all helped in one way or
another.
Although not advised in the rules, as the event was a non‐competitive social event, thus no car numbers and I
referred to people as Crews or Entrants, not Competitors; Hankook Competition Tyres is generously providing
trophies. These will be presented at the Brisbane Sporting Car Club Rooms on a night to be advised.
Shall we see you next time?
Regards
Laurie Garth
0434886282
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Just a couple of clarifications regarding definitions and terms.
The meaning of boards was explained in the rules. Apparently some people didn’t read them and were unsure
of what the boards represented.
At one point I thought that it was possible to complete one of the sections in a way that was shorter than I set.
That was the reason Jennifer and I were running about all over the place setting “wrong way go back” boards
and the arrows on the P boards so as to guide you along the correct path.
Regarding the question about the date of the bicycle event. The photo
was there when I checked. The date from memory was April 2011. The
sign had been there about two years. Last week the supply authority
replaced three power poles; you could see the fresh dirt at the base of
the new poles. One of the poles had the cycling event sign attached. If
only they had waited one more week.
In the rules I did say that you could use the new alignments of the roads
unless told to use the mapped road. Below are some photos that may
clear some things up and some different routes for different classes.
No crew seemed to have major dramas. Some crews had never used a
map before but managed to do quite well. One crew thought that they would need the route chart instructions
but had an attempt at the map instructions, and found that they were on top of things first time and did not
have to revert to the route chart at all.
The instructions were (as stated) set for various levels and it was a good drive following maps, not an
impossible task where everybody got lost.
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The Hankook Competition Tyres Family Fun Run …Tony Best

Laurie Garth offered to organise a Social Touring Event for the
Club on Sunday, 25 August and Alan Stean stepped in with a bit of
Sponsorship from Hankook Competition Tyres.
A small but enthusiastic group of eight crews entered the event
which started from Yamanto just west of Ipswich.

Laurie had given the Competitors a choice of one of three different
forms of Route Instructions – Map Reading mainly on bitumen with
some gravel, Map Reading entirely on bitumen and Route Chart
entirely on bitumen.
The event was untimed but scores were worked out from Passage
Controls, Visual Route Check Boards and Questions that had to be
answered along the route.
The Course took Competitors from Yamanto to Peak Crossing
using some back roads and a tricky Passage Control just north of
Peak Crossing, then to Harrisville where the mapped Via Point was
a bit hard to find, follow by another mapped Via Point near
Munbilla also a bit hard to find, then almost to Kalbar and on to the
Cunningham Highway. A bit of a deviation then heading west from
Mutdapilly towards Coleyville, then north along the Rosewood
Aratula Road and another small deviation to meet the Rosewood
Laidley Road just west of Rosewood.
This was approximately half the total distance and some crews
could stop for Morning Tea at Rosewood if they wished.
Through Grandchester and almost to Laidley then a loop to the
south as far as Mulgowie (past the Mulgowie Pub and the
Headquarters for the Mulgowie Off Road Event) then turned
north again almost back to Laidley then west through Woodlands
to a Passage Control on the Tenthill Road . The last part of the
Event consisted of a Stick Chart which used this same Passage
Control a second time and then to the Finish at Lake Apex near
Gatton.
The event concluded with a much appreciated late Lunch Barbecue
at Lake Apex which was organised by the Garth and Stean families.
All Competitors enjoyed the event and felt that the Club needs to
run more events of this type. Laurie put a lot of work into setting
the Course and it is hoped that a much larger number of
Competitors will come to the next Club Social Run.
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The Business Card Page
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Release of the 2014 IROQ Management.
At an Extraordinary Board Meeting on 1st October 2013, the Board considered and voted on a
motion to replace Errol Bailey from the Organising Committee and the Management of IROQ. This
decision, not by any means an easy one, was one of the conditions requested of the Board by
CAMS, should it want to promote a round of the APRC Championship in 2014.
Intense discussions took place and when votes were counted it was resolved in the affirmative.
Prior to the regular scheduled Board Meeting on 8th October 2013, Errol Bailey, Brian Everitt and
Belinda Howard submitted their resignations from the Board.
BSCC has now received a three year APRC Agreement to sign, should it agree with the further
conditions laid out by CAMS.
At the Board Meeting on 8th October 2013, Paul Woodward was appointed as the Event Manager
and Chair of the Management Committee for IROQ 2014, and we are sure that he will perform
admirably.
The Board is currently waiting for Brian Everitt to advise whether he will continue as Clerk of
Course, and further appointments to the committee are being considered.
It must be recognised that Errol has devoted a huge amount of his personal time to BSCC, the ARC
and IROQ over some 28 years. He has been awarded a Silver Star from CAMS, and has been a
BSCC Life Member for many years, in recognition of these efforts and dedication. It has been said
that from the first day he competed in rallies with his brother Rod, rally blood started flowing
through his veins.
The Board extends to Errol the very best for the years ahead and trusts he can enjoy his retirement
that he surely deserves.
Barry Neuendorff
President
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How to build a Rally Car with just $100

Start with one of these (Roughly $100).

Hit two of these things going way too fast.

Tart it up like this (Roughly $100).

Then you have exactly $100 in scrap metal.

Get one of these things for $100 and clean it.

Then add some more metal (Roughly $100).

Show some flair, roughly $100 ads some Flares.

Coming to a forest near you. Nice job for $100.
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A Joke
This is funny and quite true...we are probably the last generation that will remember what a clothesline
was

Great memories for some of us!
It's the poem at the end that's the best!

Remembering Mum's Clothesline
There is one thing that's left out. We had a long wooden pole
(clothes pole) that was used to push the clotheslines up so that longer
items (sheets/pants/etc.) didn't brush the ground and get dirty.
I can hear my mother now...

The Basic Rules for clotheslines:
1. You had to hang the socks by the toes... NOT the top.
2. You hung pants by the BOTTOM/cuffs... NOT the waistbands.
3. You had to WASH the clothesline(s) before hanging any clothes walk the entire length of each line with a damp cloth around the lines.
4. You had to hang the clothes in a certain order, and always hang "whites" with "whites," and hang them first.
5. You NEVER hung a shirt by the shoulders - always by the tail!
What would the neighbours think?
6. Wash day on a Monday! NEVER hang clothes on the weekend,
or on Sunday, for Heaven's sake!
7. Hang the sheets and towels on the OUTSIDE lines so you could
hide your "unmentionables" in the middle (perverts & busybodies, y'know!)
8. It didn't matter if it was sub-zero weather... clothes would "freeze-dry."
9. ALWAYS gather the clothes pegs when taking down dry clothes!
Pegs left on the lines were "tacky"!
10. If you were efficient, you would line the clothes up so that each item did not need two clothes pegs, but shared
one of the clothes pegs with the next washed item.
11. While hanging out the clothes, Mum would be having a friendly chat across the fence with all the neighbours.
(Certainly an art form that is lost today behind 6 foot high fences.)
12. Clothes off of the line before dinner time, neatly folded in the clothes basket, and ready to be ironed.
13. IRONED??!! Well, that's a whole OTHER subject!
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And now a POEM...
A clothesline was a news forecast, to neighbours passing by, there were no secrets you could keep when
clothes were hung to dry.

It also was a friendly link, for neighbours always knew if company had stopped on by,
to spend a night or two.
For then you'd see the "fancy sheets", and towels upon the line; You'd see the "company table cloths",
with intricate designs.
The line announced a baby's birth, from folks who lived inside, as brand new infant clothes were hung,
so carefully with pride!
The ages of the children could, so readily be known, by watching how the sizes changed,
you'd know how much they'd grown!
It also told when illness struck, as extra sheets were hung;
Then nightclothes and a bathrobe too, haphazardly were strung.
It also said, "On vacation now", when lines hung limp and bare.
It told, "We're back!" when full lines sagged, not an inch to spare!
New folks in town were scorned upon, if wash was dingy and grey,
as neighbours carefully raised their brows, and looked the other way.
But clotheslines now are of the past, Dryers make work much less.
Now what goes on inside a home, is anybody's guess!
I really miss that way of life, it was a friendly sign, when neighbours knew each other best...
by what hung on the line.
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BSCC Sponsors
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Brisbane Sporting Car Club

THE NEWSLETTER OF

Honorary Board

THE BRISBANE SPORTING CAR CLUB

Patron..................................................... Campbell Newman MP, Premier of Qld

All correspondence to:
Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Unit 16 ‐ 23 Ashtan Place
Banyo QLD 4014

President ............................................. Barry Neuendorff
Vice President ................................... Jamie Macfarlane
Secretary ............................................. Position Vacant

Phone: (07) 3267 7647

Treasurer ............................................ Rod Sams

Fax:

Club Captain ...................................... Position Vacant

(07) 3267 7650

Immediate Past President .......... Brian Everitt

Email‐ Club: bscc@ozemail.com.au

Board Members ................................. Del Garbett, John Keen,

Magazine: jmacfa@bigpond.net.au

Gavin Wieland, Tony Kabel, Peter Flynn, Paul Woodward
CAMS Delegate.................................. Paul Woodward

Website: www.bscc.asn.au

Magazine Editor ............................... Jamie Macfarlane
Membership Officer ....................... Margaret Mackay (0412 553 186)

Welcome New Members
On behalf of the Brisbane Sporting Car Club’s Membership Registrar ‐
Margaret Mackay, it is with great pleasure we welcome
the following Members to our Club:
4796
4769
4802
4806

Steven Bailey
James Kearns
Stephen Berry
Justin Northage

4797
4799
4803

Chris Cook
4798
Richard Santon 4800
Warren Upton 4804

Jeff Robinson ‐ Family (Glenda, Sam and Bob)
Neal Jones
4801 David Wilson
Mark Travers‐Jones
4805 Aaron & Greg Nicoll
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Position Vacant
The BSCC is seeking to fill the position of Club Storeman
The position entails the checking in and out of Club equipment
Keeping store room tidy
Keeping records of Club Equipment
If you are interested in this position,
please contact Barry Neuendorff
0414 335 862
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